PRESS RELEASE
JASON CARTER-SOLOMON JOINS LANDMARK NATIONAL BANK
Prairie Village, Kan. – Landmark National Bank announces the hiring of Jason CarterSolomon, Senior Vice President. Jason is the newest member of Landmark’s commercial
banking team in the Kansas City market, with his primary office in the bank’s Prairie Village
location.
““We fully expect that Jason will not only invest in the bank’s customers, but also in our
team,” said Jeff Phillips, Senior Vice President. “He is the kind of individual that you can build a
team around and feel confident that they will focus on our priorities.”
Carter-Solomon brings 9 years of banking experience to Landmark, with a focus on
urban redevelopment. He has a strong background in commercial real estate, with a
specialization in construction financing, tax incentives and complex real estate developments. In
addition, he serves the Kansas City community as a board member for the UMKC Henry W.
Bloch School of Management and as the vice president of the board for the Kansas City
Automotive Museum.
“I’m very enthusiastic and honored to be a part of the Landmark Team. I was drawn to
Landmark because at its core, the culture here is ‘People banking People’,” said CarterSolomon. “In an era of multi-national banking conglomerates, growing complexity and risks in
financial transactions, it’s easy to lose sight of why the old fashioned ‘Community Banker’ is still
necessary. Well, I believe that Banking is still a noble profession and the local community
banker cannot and should not be replaced by an algorithm or a remote service center. Small
businesses are the lifeblood of our economy and soul of our community. As much as our
business is about the numbers, its more about the nuanced story of the individuals behind the
numbers. Landmark is the type of community bank that truly embraces this, and it’s our call to
arms. We take on this role in delight, we work in service to others. We aim to do our jobs well
and leave people with positive experiences.”
Landmark Bancorp, Inc. is listed on the NASDAQ Global Market under the symbol
“LARK.” Headquartered in Manhattan, Kansas, Landmark National Bank is a community
banking organization dedicated to providing quality financial and banking services. Landmark
National Bank has 30 locations in 24 communities across Kansas. Visit www.banklandmark.com
for more information.
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